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Shooters Pool Partner Iconic Industry Brands
Shooterspool.net, the producer of the world’s most realistic online billiard sports simulation has now
incorporated word leading industry brands, Simonis & Strachan cloth and Aramith balls into their games.

Shooters Pool has been created to offer the online cuesports enthusiast the most demanding Pool, Snooker and
Carom billiard game simulation. Each billiard sport variant is developed focussing on their own particularities in
terms of physics, gameplay and features. This provides players the most accurate game experience possible.
In the latest version of the simulator, players can experience the very best possible conditions with the selection of
professional equipment from the leading cloth and ball manufacturers; Simonis, Strachan & Aramith.
The European Sales Manager for Simonis cloth and Aramith Balls, Jean-François Schmitz, commented: “The
shooterspool.net simulator gives pool fans a sense of what it’s like to play at the highest level. The designers of the
game felt it very important that professional conditions are exactly replicated right down to the appearance of the
brand logos.”
The Aramith, Simonis and Strachan info pages can be found on the shooterspool.net site via the following links:
Aramith: http://www.shooterspool.net/aramith-billiard-balls.php
Simonis: http://www.shooterspool.net/iwan-simonis-cloth.php
Strachan: http://www.shooterspool.net/strachan-cloths.
Start your online billiards career today. Create your player profile and start playing with players worldwide.
Invite your friends and enjoy the game with them or meet new players and share your passion about pool, snooker
and carom.
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Sold in over 50 countries, Simonis™ cloth is
truly the universal choice for cue sports.
Having earned its reputation with professional
players and amateurs alike, Simonis remains
the choice for more tournaments worldwide
than any other cloth.

Made by Saluc in Belgium, Aramith™ Billiard
balls have enjoyed a legendary reputation for
outstanding endurance and uncompromised
quality. Used by almost 80% of players
worldwide, they are recognised as the
reference of the industry.

Strachan™ is made in the West of
England and is the world’s leading brand
of snooker and English pool cloth. The
official cloth of World Snooker and used
at professional tournaments worldwide.
It is the choice of champions.
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